
 

Clash of Clans Accounts for Sale Gaming Market 

Clash of Clans Accounts; are they safe how do we get them? Clash of Clans accounts are put 

up for sale by gamers such as yourself who have extra accounts to sell or just want to sell 

their personal lol account, Gaming Market sets the stage for trusted virtual sellers to come 

on our site and post their products for millions to see while we ensure that the sellers are no 

scammers and maintain order between the seller and the buyer. The Clash of Clans accounts 

can be range from town hall level 1 to town hall level 8 with quality base designs, high level 

king, queen and unique never before seen troops. The choice is completely yours at what 

type of account you want to head-start and achieve a lot more than you would normally in 

your Clash of Clans gameplay. 

Why is Gaming Market the best virtual market for Clash of Clan players? Gaming Market is 

set as a virtual middle man between gamers and we offer guaranteed satisfaction that you 

receive what you pay for provided with a 24/7 live chat and customer service agents who 

are available at any given time of the day or night. You can pick the best sellers based on 

reviews. We offer a variety of items that do not just include up to Clash of Clans they include 

virtually anything another player can trade/sell ranging from Clash of Clans accounts to 

Clash of Clans gem gift cards. How are the transactions done? Gaming Market makes sure 

the transactions are safe both for the customer and the sellers on the site to insure both 

parties are under our protection. The seller uses our automated system to setup the 

information of the Clash of Clan accounts, item, or services is automatically sent to you and 

the seller does the receive the payment till you have received the items. The security of 

each transaction is overlooked by G2A and PayPal each transaction is checked to be genuine 

and made sure no false charge-back attempts and prevents any security breaches. 

Our sellers do not receive any pay until you are satisfied with your product and you are 

given a 48 hour warranty on all products giving you full safety and customer satisfaction that 

you receive what you paid for and everything that was listed. Our sellers will also have lots 

of professional level screenshots to ensure that you have full knowledge of the product and 

everything you will receive; you can also check the feedback on the seller and leave the 

seller a feedback out of five stars to better help the customer after you and insure quality 

service. Free chests are withal given to a player every four hours, and only two of these can 

be stored. Every 24 hours, the player additionally has the chance to win a Crown Chest by 

claiming 10 crowns from battle victories. Crown chests are only sanctioned to be stacked 

twice. 

For More Information Click Here: www.gamingmarket.net 
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